
Black Diamond Broadcasting – radio serving Michigan airwaves and beyond 

  Why should you enable an Alexa  

Skill to hear our radio stations? 

Amazon smart speakers, powered by Alexa 
are great by themself, but this convenient, 
hands-free, personal-assistant, and smart 
speaker gets even better once you begin 
loading SKILLS.   

We want you to enjoy Black Diamond radio 
stations on your new Amazon Echo Dot. 
But how do you enable the proper Alexa 
skills, and what's the best way to do it?  We 
explain the easiest method of using Voice 
Commands below and list URL links for two 
additional methods.  

Since you just won or received our 
complimentary Amazon Echo Dot, (and by- 
the-way, thanks for being a loyal radio 
listener). You'll want to equip your speaker 
with the smartest registered skills, to get 
the very best, and purest sounding music.   

Did you know ALL music providers or 
streamers are NOT created equal? There 
are many sub-par entities out there trying to 
provide your stream. Make sure to get your 
music straight from us!  
 
You’ll benefit, by connecting directly to our 
Black Diamond Broadcast signals, but only 
when you enable our registered Alexa 
SKILLS as listed below.   

We’re real terrestrial radio, supporting your 
community, and the artists that create the 
music. We employ local-residents, maintain 
local offices, and use area business 
services. We appreciate our local 
advertisers, while providing you with many 
genres of topnotch, free music that you 
love!  We’re also proud to be, Michigan 
raised, owners and residents. 

 

Alexa Skills can be enabled (setup) three ways:  
Voice Command  -  Amazon Website  - Amazon Alexa App   

     easy ------------------ moderate --------------- challenging  

First time users will be required to: 

§ Download the Amazon App to your smart phone and establish a personal account. 
( Or use your existing Amazon Account )  

§ Plugin power to your Amazon Echo Dot and connect it to your home network.  
§ (Have your WIFI password ready) 

§ After Alexa greets you, complete setup in the Alexa app.  

 


